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J.m.UORANDUM l"OR: The Secretary o:f De.tense 

SUBJECT 

REFERENCE 

: Readout Satellites 

: ·Memo from The secretary of Defense 
to the DCI, 9 Au~. 1971 

l. I have revie°ll·ed the rofercnt mer«orandum 
and agree with Dave Packard that we should solicit 
the J?reaident's views as to how we should proceed 
toward acquiring a readout satellite cnp.nbility. 

2. After aevcral week~ of drafting and a 
number of mc-et1n1rs. the EXCOM wns not in agreement 
as to th~ appropriate content of an issue paper. 
Dnve recom~endod sending sepru:-ate memoranda and I 
agreed. Attached is a copy of the document l 
preparod for this purpose. 

Attachment: a/s 

Distribution: 
copy 1 - Er. Laird 
copy 2 - Mr. Packard 
copy 3 - ER 
copy 4-5 - DDS&T Reg 

Originator: CEDuckett:ab 10 Aug 

Richard Helm 
Director 
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

Since 1969 the Executive Committee of the National 
Reconnaissance Program has been proceeding with a deliberate, 
well funded program leading to development of the EOI system 
that Dr. Land recently discussed with you. Until our decisions 
in April, we projected operations in about June 1975. We held 
this course and regularly programmed for it in our budgets 
because we all agreed that EOI would both significantly improve 
our totai capability and give us a more economical overall 
program. 

Last year, in the wake of the Mid-East Ceasefire, we 
also studied a range of lower cost, rapid-response systems 
with the idea that we might build one of them concurrently 
with EOI and get an interim improvement to our crisis 
reconnaissance capability until EOI became operational. Our 
premise was that we did not want to interfere with EOI, which 
was the only system that could satisfy our full range of crisis 
needs and other requirements as well, 

In April, when we received an indication from Mr. Schul~z 
that you wanted a readout capability within your administration, 
we tentatively selected FROG, the most capable but also most 
costly of the interim possibilities, to be built along with 
EOI. Subsequently, our own concern about the overall· size of 
budget and direct opposition from Senator Ellender have 
combined to make it apparent that this plan is fiscally 
impracticable. 

Thus, we are still seeking a solution to what we understand 
to be your desire for an earlier capability, and since there 
is a range of possibilities with varying degrees of utility 
and cost, we are submitting the issue to you for decision. 
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The discussion of the issue so far has focussed on FROG 
as a way to get an .earlier capability; and Mr. Packard and 
Dr. David have submitted a memorandum which recommends that 
the way to get a readout system earlier than 1976 is to build 
FROG now and delay the start of EOI development by two years. 

I 

I am writing a separate memorandum because I do 1not agree 
that we should develop FROG as the solution to an ear

1

lier 
:capability. I have three reasons for this: , 

i 
- FROG is so costly to operate that a combined EOI-FROG 

program, however phased, appears impracticable from a budgetary 
standpoint. 

- FROG's capability is too limited to consider ~t as a 
long-term.supplement to our total photo reconnaissance program, 

- There are other, less costly ways to get something 
earlier than 1976. 

i 
Crucial to this whole issue are the estimates about when 

various systems could be ready and what they would cost. Both 
FROG and EOI would require substantial development and both 
are liable to schedule slip and cost overrun. I am persuaded 
by the studies of Dr, Land and his Panel that on schedules of 
comparable urgency FROG and EOI are only a year or so apart. 

The question then that we are trying to answer is how much 
to pay in terms of money or other intelligence capabilities in 
order to improve our capability for crisis reconnaissance during 
a one year period or so in 1974-75. My conclusion i~ that 
closing this gap is not sufficiently important to pay

1 
the 

combined cost of the FROG program, a two· year delay i_n the 
availability of EOI, and the risk of deferring EOI indefinitely. 

Instead, I suggest the following possibilities for your 
consideration: 

Option 1: Start EOI development in December for launch 
in June 1976, This is consistent with one of the options 
recommended by Mr. Packard and Dr. David. It would mean that 
we would continue to rely on GAMBIT and HEXAGON satellites and 
our aircraft to cover crisis situations that occur before 1976. 
By 1974 GAMBIT and HEXAGON together will provide satellites on 
orbit about 300 days of the year and although they are less 
capable than we would like for crisis reconnaissance, they can 
do a much better job than we were able to do last summer over 
the Middle East, 
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Option 2: Start the EOI development process now rather 
than 1n December, and aim for late 1974 operations as Dr. Land 
has recommended. This would cost about! !more over the 
next five years than Option 1. It would give us relatively 
high confidence that we would have an operative system at least 
in 1975. 

Option 3: Start the EOI development in December for 
''mid-19'76 operations, and let us select for development one 
of the lower cost, quick-response systems for operation in 
1973. Some of these systems have unique characteristics of 
lower vulnerability and "surprise launch" which would make 
them of continued u~i~ity after EOI comes along. This would 
cost about~-~more over the next five years than Option 1. 

DISCUSSION 

To support this line of reasoning, I would like ~o discuss 
the candidate systems in terms of the five topics whi'ch I think 
are most relevant to your decision. 

The Requirement Gap. 

I am concerned that our obvious need for better cr1s1s 
reconnaissance has obscured the broader aspects of odr need 
for a high quality readout system. 

From the beginning of photographic satellite rec.onnaissance, 
we have been dissatisfied with the delays, the infleiibilities, 
and the high operating costs inherent in film return ~ystems. 
These deficiencies manifest themselves most dramatically in 
times of crisis - the 1962 Cuban Crisis showed us how important 
rapid return of photographs can be, the 1968 Czech Crisis and 
most recently, last summer's Mid-East Ceasefire have demonstrated 
what problems we face without this capability. But there are 
other, less obvious consequences of the limitations of our 
current systems. Most noteworthy are their 1 1 
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rrent high resolution system gets, on the average, about 
quality pictures a year of each high priority target in 

paces like the Soviet missile test ranges and ABM test areas,) 

Until recently, technology was not able to provide an 
economically feasible prospect for correcting enough of these 
deficiencies to be worth the high cost of putting a new 
satellite system into our inventory. 

However, a little over two years ago, new developments 
in solid state devices presented that opportunity and we began 
to put substantial funds into a technology and component 
development program for the EOI satellite system. Last spring, 
as the detailed design evolved, it became clear that this 
system would indeed make the broad improvements that were 
needed. It would fully satisfy needs for crisis reconnaissance, 
and, in addition, perform daily indications and warning 
surveillance, enhance our technical intelligence capability 
and - after development is complete - allow an overall 
reconnaissance program with about the same operating cost we 
now have with GAMBIT and HEXAGON but with a much greater 
capability. 

The Relative Capability of IDI and FROG. 

I am concerned that the substantial difference that exists 
between EOI and FROG capabilities has become blurred, FROG is 
a capable system and so it is easy for this blurring to occur. 
But EOI is more powerful than FROG in all aspects, a fact which 
can be illuminated in terms of the intelligence jobs which have 
to be done. 

FROG can do an excellent job for crisis reconnaissance 
from the standpoint of frequency of coverage and resolution. 
In addition, its data return time (12-24 hours) is sufficiently 
fast to make photography useful in most crisis situations. Our 
studies of the past, however, make it clear that when a crisis 
becomes so grave as to warrant personal Presidential attention -
such as was true in Cuba in 1962 - the delay time inherent in 
the FROG system will not be acceptable. 

FROG offers little or no enhancement to our current 
technical intelligence capability, At sacrifice to its 
lifetime and its capability for crisis coverage, the FROG 
system can be flown at a low enough altitude to give some 
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1-foot best resolution; however, at this altitude it suffers 
the same accessing limitation as GAMBIT and, since it does 
not have as good resolution, I do not think we should assume 
that FROG would allow us to reduce the number of GAMBIT systems 
that we fly in the future. As I look forward to a possible 
SALT agreement with the Soviets, I am convinced that our need 
for high resolution coverage of important targets will increase 
rather than stay constant or decrease. By accessing routinely 
more than 5 times as many targets as GAMBIT, EOI can help 
satisfy that need and reduce our requirement for GAMBIT as well. 
FROG, if assumed to be an add-on to the current HEXAGON and 
GAMBIT programs, will contribute little to that need, If 
GAMBITs are dropped from the schedule to reduce FROG's total 
cost, FROG will detract from this technical intelligence 
objective. 

Low Cost Quick-Response Systems. 

I am concerned that the virtues of lower cost, quick
response systems, in particular their lesser vulnerability and 
their "surprise launch" capability, have been obscured by 
focussing the issue on FROG. 

After the Mid-East crisis last summer, the Executive 
Committee of the National Reconnaissance Program directed a 
rather extensive study into all potential candidates for a low 
cost, quick-response system that might be developed quickly to 
meet crisis reconnaissance needs until such time as EOI could 
become operational. Several of the systems studied could 
probably be built in less than two years with a five year cost 
under $200M. However, their target coverage capability was 
necessarily limited, and their resolution was on the order of 
3-5 feet, which could meet many, but not all, crisis needs. 
For this reason, we rejected them in favor of the FROG system 
when we made our decision to develop both FROG and EOI 
concurrently last April. These low cost systems do have utility, 
however, and would improve our current capability for crisis 
reconnaissance. As mentioned earlier, some of them could also 
be used as a contingency system in case the Soviets should 
interfere with our regular,satellites. In addition, the· 
"surprise launch" characteristic that makes these systems less 
vulnerable also suggests that they might be used for SALT 
monitoring at unexpected times between the periodic and pre
dictable overflights of our regular satellites. 

If you decided to have us proceed with one of these 
systems, we would need about a month to complete our studies 
and make a selection; and we could probably start a development 
program in September or October. 

5 
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Relative Schedules. 
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I am concerned that the risk involved in the FROG develop
ment has not been made clear enough. I think it is important 
to recognize that some probability exists that FROG development 
could not be completed by early 1974, and that on schedules 
of comparable urgency the most probable date of FROG availability 
may be only a year or so earlier than that of EOI. 

For EOI the range of probable dates goes from November 
1974, a very low confidence estimate, to mid-1976, a very high 
confidence one, and with moderate risk associated with mid-1975. 
A similar range of estimates would apply to the FROG system 
also. I believe in general there has been a tendency to 
underestimate the difficulties and complexities of the FROG 
approach because of origins in GAMBIT. Although the FROG does 
use components of the present GAMBIT satellite and its 
telescope, it would add a new film processing and readout 
system and many other new components that need to be qualified 
for a long lifetime. Thus it, too, requires a substantial 
development to make the complete system available. The most 
optimistic estimate about when it could be operating is 
early 1974, A more moderate risk program would have it 
operating perhaps in mid-1974. All in all, I am persuaded by 
the Land Panel conclusion* that on a comparable risk basis 
FROG and EOI are about one year apart as to date of availability. 

Budgetary Considerations. 

I am concerned that the risks and the budgetary consequences 
of adding a program the size of FROG ($600-700M over the next 
five years) to a delayed EOI program have not been fully 
discussed. 

Last April we had hoped to satisfy the desire for earlier 
availability by building both FROG and EOI concurrently. As 
our studies progressed, however, it became clear that for the 
next 4-5 years this dual program would add well over 
annually to the reconnaissance budget and we, therefore, 
concluded this was no longer a practicable approach, Not 
only were we unwilling to risk other high priority programs 
with such a high budget but Senator Ellender bas told us he 
would not agree to both programs.** One of the options which 

*Their report is enclosed as Attachment l, 
**Senator Ellender's letter is enclosed as Attachment 2. 
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Mr. Packard and Dr. David propose (to build FROG now and defer 
EOI start until 1974) would indeed reduce the impact in FY 72 
and 73; however, in subsequent years it would suffer from 
almost the same total dollar considerations which now make us 

'believe it impractical to attempt both systems concurrently. 
Under this plan we would face a decision in 1973 to start EOI 
development. At that time, because of operational costs of 
the FROG program (slightly over $100M a year), and perhaps 
cost overruns from a slipping development schedule, the budget 

,levels facing us downstream would be about as high as those 
'now causing us to recommend against building both EOI and FROG 
today. If these levels seem prohibitively high now, it is 
likely that they would appear equally so in 1973. For this 
reason I believe that a decision to go this route at this time 
would, in effect, b~ a decision to defer the EOI program 
indefinitely. 

For the moment, however, let me assume that we w·ould 
start EOI in 1973 or 74 in spite of the high budgets dn 
subsequent years. Over the five years through FY 77 _the total 
FROG-EOI program would cost~-~ more than EOI alone 1

• Through 
1980 it would cost ~-~more and would delay the time we 
·could phase out GAMBIT and realize additional savings:. This 
cost, together with a two year delay in EOI capability, is 
the price we would pay to advance improvement of our ~risis 
capability by a year or so in 1974. l 

Recommendation. 

In summary, I share fully the desire to have a highly 
responsive photo satellite capability at the earliest' time. 
I am, however, also concerned about improving our SALT 
monitoring ability and maintaining the economic viabi~ity of 
our overall photo reconnaissance program in the future. 
Because EOI will do these additional things and is te~hnically 
ready to begin development, I would like to proceed with it 
as soon as possible. Because FROG will not do these additional 
things, I do not think it is worth the $600-700M to develop 
and operate it over the next five years. 

The question that we are trying to answer is how much to 
pay in terms of money or other intelligence capabilities in order 
to improve our capacity for crisis reconnaissance dur,ing a 
one year period or so in 1974-75. My conclusion is that closing 
this gap is not sufficiently important to pay the cost of the 
FROG program, a two year delay in the availability· of: the much 
more powerful EOI system, and the risk of deferring EOI 
indefinitely. 
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Instead, I invite for your consideration 
range of opt ions.* I have listed them in the 
recommend: 

the following 
order I would 

! 

Option 1: Start EOI system procurement in December 1971 
with a yearly fiscal limitation of about~ for operations 
in about mid-1976. This is the same option recommended by 
Mr. Packard and Dr. David as their Option 1 except that it 
would not limit FY 72 funds to I I a limitation 
which would preclude operations in 1976 and any possibility 
of accelerating the schedule to 1975 if things go well in the 
early stages of development. 

Option 2: Start the EOI development process in 
September 19'7 l and prpgram for a December 1974 first launch. 
This plan would give us the possibility of late 1974/early 1975 
operations, and relative high confidence of having a system 
before the end of 1975. I recommend Option 1 because it is 
fiscally more manageable and more acceptable to Mr. Packard and 
Dr. David. 

Option 3: Initiate development of EOI as in Option l for 
operation in 1976, concurrently build one of the lower cost 
interim systems for earliest possible launch. This could give 
you a limited crisis reconnaissance improvement as early as 
1973 and an operational EOI system in 1976. ! 

For the sake of completeness, I list but do not recommend: 

Opt ion 4: Start FROG procurement now for opera t. ions in 
1974. On completion of FROG development in 1974 begin system 
development of EOI for operations in 1979. This is the option 
recommended by Mr. Packard and Dr. David as a way to get earlier 
readout capability. 

Richard Helms 
Director 

*See Attachment 3 for estimated 10-year costs. 
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November 1971 

EOI Study Group 

1. Present plans call for a near-real-time Electro Optical 
Imagery system to become operational in FY 1976. This highly 
responsive photo collection system promises to strengthen considerably 
the accuracy and relevance of all-source intelligence production. We 
are presented with the opportunity and the challenge to develop the 
best ways in which to integrate this new capability with other' resources 
of the intelligence production function. · 

2. Although EOI will not be operational until 1976, the time is 
now at hand for intensive study and detailed planning to ensure effective 
integration of its resources with the other resources· available to the 
intelligence community. To carry out these responsibilities, an EOI 
Study Group is hereby established. This Group will be the focal point 
for continuous, full-time evaluation and study of the interfaces between 
the EOI system, the production offices, and the community. 

3. The EOI Study Group will work within the framework of two 
basic assumptions made on existing procedures: 

(a) That NPIC will be responsible, as a -; 
service of common concern, for the first phase • 
exploitation of EOI. 

(b) That COMIREX will be responsible for 
general manag~ment, creation, and coordination 
of target decks for use in targeting EOI collection, 
and with providing exploitation guidance to NPIC 
and other photointerpretation resources. 

4. Some of the problems and operational challenges posed by 
EOI cannot be fully appreciated and properly studied until the specific 
design specifications of the project and its facilities are finalized; others 
require management decisions to be made at very early stages of the 
project. · 

BYE-1427-71 
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5. Two high priority problems which require immediate con
sideration are: 

(a) A review of the exploitation functions to 
be performed at the EOI processing facility, the adequacy 
of the planned facilities, space requirerr.ents, and the 
numbers of processing and production personnel to be 
accommodated at the facility. Guidance on this question 
must be furnished by 1 February 1972. 

(b) An in-depth study to classify the various 
special and general tasks that will be placed on the 
system. This study, to be done in conjunction with 
COMIREX, would include guidance on distribution of 
targets, collection tasking, processing, dissemination 
and production, and the varieties of software needed to 
support the system. 

6. The EOI Study Group must also consider a broad range of 
administrative and functional issues which need be thoroughly thought 
out and decided by the time the EOl system is operational, These 
include: 

(a) Tasking procedures. 

_ _11.. ✓ --.r"~ ~4-f ~ 
(b) Integration-o~Or-;_with other collection 

systems such as COMINT and ELINT. 

(c) Relation of NPIC and departmental 
exploitation and interpretation units such as IAS . 
t OI processing/and interpretation activitie,il 1'µ;...Q..~ · 

(d) Relation of EOI imagery to daily intel
ligence and research function and the integration 
of EOI imagery. · 

(e) Examine the applicability of analytical 
techniques such as sampling procedures, statistical 
methods, modelling techniques and simulation to the 
production process, utilizing as necessary assistance 
from external research agencies. 

(f) The community-wide aspects of EOI 
tasking, processing, dissemination, and initial 
exploitation as a service of common concern, 
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7, Attached at Annex A are a list of specific topics for which 
thorough investigation and study are required before EOI is operational. 
The timing and the phasing of these topics will vary according to the · 
progress of the EOI project and the specific decisions made regarding 
fundamental operating procedures and responsibilities. A number of 
the topics transcend exclusive Directorate of Intelligence interests and 
will ultimately require community-wide consideration and acceptance. 
Some can be handled through existing machinery, such as COMIREX; 
others may require the creation of ad hoc interagency committees, 

8. Attached at Annex B are some considerations regarding the 
staffing of the EOI Study Group and the representation required from 
the Directorate of Intelligence as well as the Directorate of Science and 
Technology. 

Attachments: 
Annex A 
Annex B 
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ANNEX A 

EOI Study Group Topics 

1. The following listing of topics that would be considered by 
a DDI EOI Study Group is not presented as being either all inclusive 
or mutually exclusive. The need for some of the suggested study topics 
may be eliminated as basic administrative and management decisions 
are made. Other problem areas may arise that will not be identifiable 
until we approach closer to the time when EOI becomes operational. 

· 2. Some of the study topics are obviously of both community 
and Directorate concern. They may be worked out independently by 
the Study Group and at the appropriate time submitted to interagency 
groups or the community for coordination; or tqey may be Study Group 
contributions to planning studies prepared by COMIREX or NPIC., 

3. The topics are not presented in order of priority or sequence 
of investigation. 

a. Evaluate the targeting strategies and basic 
guidelines for regularized system coverage by EOI 
including classification of targets, frequency of 
coverage, and relation to capacity of the system. 

b. Examine alternative rules and procedures 
for ad hoc tasking of the system and the impact of 
such intervention on regularized collection. 

c, Assess the content and standard operating 
procedures for first phase exploitation by NPIC and 
the allocation of responsibilities for current intelligence 
exploitation, and non-time dominated (3rd phase} 
exploitation. 

d. Assist in establishing Agency and community 
guidelines and procedures for use of the EOI system 
and access to its product. 

e. Assess detailed personnel requirements for 
photointerpretation and reporting functions at the OD 
processing center. This would include consideration 
of such questions as inter-Agency representation and 
the need for area and functional specialists in additiof lLE 
to photo interpreters. 
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the relationship of existing depart
DIA- -to both NPIC and EOI in terms 
sis responsibilities. 

g. Assist in the formulation of ground rules for 
the centralized tasking of an EOI system and the relation 

, of national intelligence interests to those of departmental 
units as well as military field and tactical commands. 

h. Evaluate the projected day-to-day data flows 
and impact of EOI on the following specific responsibilities 
and determine if procedural changes are needed: 

(1) Warnings/Indications 

(2) Military Analysis 

(3) Crisis Management 

(4) Current Intelligence 

(5) Target Surveillance and Activity 
Analysis 

(6) Monitoring of Arms Limitation or 
Disarmament Agreements 

i. Conduct studies to assist COMIREX in projecting 
targeting requirements for each of the functions discussed 
in paragraph 3. h. 

j. Conduct studies to determine the adequacy of 
current national indications lists in relation to EOI 
capabilities and, if necessary, study the feasibility of 
unique indications signatures applicable to imagery 
holdings. 

k, Examine alternative types and formats for 
reporting EOI-derived intelligence, including frequency, 
and dissemination controls. 

BYE-1427 /a-71 
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l, Evaluate procedures for community coordination 
of EOI-derived intelligence and consider t;he question of 
administrative responsibility for reporting the EOI product. 

m. Examine support information and data require
ments of the processing facility, 

n. Survey Directorate and Agency capabilities for 
support of the EOI Study Group. 

o. Determine the need for support from external 
research agencies in such matters as systems analysis, 
sampling procedures, statistical methods, modelling 
techniques, and simulation. 

t(" 
p, Assess procedures for the integration of EOI ,.,:$;,;. \. 

information with other major collection systems. ~'D:,,,; . c/),N"' 
q. Determine the nee'd for modification of DDI working 

and production procedures in relation to the EOI system. 

r. Consider the need for and advantages and dis
advantages of integrating the various Agency operation centers. 

s. Work with COMIREX in evaluating system flows 
and the major alternatives throughout the collection tasking, 
processing, dissemination, and production cycle. 

t. Identify equipment and facility requirements 
external to the EOI facility in terms of computers, video 
and communications data links in terms of EOI system 
users. 

u. Study the nature of EOI data base requirements, 
their relation to other data systems, and the question of 
whether the various data systems should be fully integrated. 

v. Serve as a focal point for interface during 
planning, design, and construction phases between system 
users and system designers and planners. 

BYE-1427 /a-71 
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ANNEX B 

Staffing of EOI Study Group 

1. Tentative planning is that the EOI Study Group would be 
a full-time staff of eight professionals and two clerk-steno positions 
reporting directly to the Deputy Director for Intelligence. 

2. The staff would be located on the Ground floor where 
adequate space is available in Room 

3. Personnel staffing should be based on ensuring a broad 
representation of the production interests of the DDI and DDS& T, as 
well as personnel well versed in imagery analysis. It is hoped that 
DDS&T will play an active role in the Study Group. If possible, it is 
hoped that DDS&T would provide representative from both OSI and 
FMSAC. 

4. The interface between the EOI Study Group, the EOI 
system, and the community will be achieved by working in close 
collaboration with OSP and COMIREX. 

BYE-1427 /b-71 
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First- Phase Exploitation 

First-Phase Exploitation is the preliminary, rapid 
interpretation of newly acquired imagery for the purpose of 
extracting, organizing, and communicating information to 
satisfy inunediatc priority needs. 

Second- Phase Exploitation 

Second- Phase Exploitation is the systematic review of 
newly acquired reconnaissance imagery for the purpose of 
providing a succinct, organized, and comprehensive summary 
of the information extracted, or available for extraction from 
the in,agc ry obtained by a mission. 

Third- Phase Exploitation 

Third- Phase Exploitation is the exploitation in depth of 
reconnaissance imagery for the purpose of extracting and 
coherently organizing the accurate, detailed, and comprehensive 
information required in the production of intelligence. 

Basic Intelligence Support Exploitation 

Basic Intelligence Support Exploitation is that imagery 
interpretation effort which is undertaken to provide a flow of 
basic image-derived information required by more than one 
agency, department, or command. It is a step-by-step 
process of extracting and accumulating information from 
reconnaissance imagery, Basic Intelligence Support Exploitation 
involves and is limited to the derivation of information on each 
specific installation, object:, activity, or search area examined. 
It requires the preparation of an authoritative base report which 
is augmented by information derived from subsequent First- and 
Second-Phase reporting and is updated periodically, or as required 
by appropriate authority, during Third-Phase Exploitation. Basic 
Intelligence Support Exploitation can be provided as a service of 
common concern and effectively programmed against the 
acquisition of all modes of reconnaissance imagery. 
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Direct Support Exploitation 

Direct Support Exploitation is that imagery interpretation 
effort which is undertaken in direct and timely support of the 
assigned mission of an agency, department, or command. It is 
a dynamic "on demand" process in which directly subordinate imagery 
interpretation resources must be applied to meet the spectrum of 
intelligence needs of a higher authority which cannot be satisfied by 
Basic Support Exploitation. Direct Intelligence Support Exploitation 
thus is continuously oriented in support of the mission of an 
organization, rather than toward providing a flow of basic image
derived information from the imagery acquired by each successive 
reconnaissance mission. It is responsive to the changing needs of 
the higher authority being supported and can be effectively programmed 
only by that authority. 
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NOTE FOR: 

~ 

BYE No. 1275/71 
Copy No . ...L_ 

from IRS called for 

1 2 OCT 1971 

1. 

asking should (the CIA member of ICRS/COMIREX) 

support 275 feet of color film on Mission 4334 in 

January. This is 1/2 the customary 500 feet add on. 

2, I replied I would support this, especially 

as I knew we still had I 
I 

3. I checked through OSP to EK to determine that 

the yellow (approximately) Wratten 8 filter which was 

on the lens of 4332 will be replaced on both the 

October 4333 and January 4334 Missions with a filter 

approximating Wratten 3 (very light yellow). The color 

balance on the color film and its duplicates for 4333 

and 4334 should be quite good and considerably superior 

to that in 4332 with its almost toal lack of blue in 

the original. 

HANOt:E VIA" BYEMAN 
tONTROl. SYST,· ••,• . · ' 'f 
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BYE No. 1275/71 

Note Cont'd. 

4. The superior image quality of 4332 due to the 

new color corrected lens and longer focal length 

should continue for Missions 4333 and 4334, 

HANDLE VIA BYEMAN 
CONTROL SYSTEM ON~~ 

SA/NED/SI 

~ 
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Handle Via Indicated Controls 

BYEMAN 
Access to this document will be restricted to those persons 

cleared for the specific projects; 

WARNING 
I 

Thin document contains information affecting the national security1'of the United State::s within the meaning 
of the espionage laws U. S. Code Title 18, Sections 793 and 7 4, The law prohibits its transmission or 
the revelation of its contents in any manner ta an unauthorized ersan, as well as its u::se in any manner 
prejudiciol to the safety or interest af the United States or fort e benefit of any foreign government to the 
detriment of the United Stote:s. It is to be seen only by personnrl especiolly indoctrinated and outhorized 
to roceive information in the designated control channels. Its selcurity must bci maintained in accordance 
with regulations pertaining ta BY EMAN Control System. 
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THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301 

Honorable Allen J. Ellender 
Chairman, Committee on Appropriations 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

CDNTROl SYSTEM 

4 -OCT 1971 

In response to your letter of July 9, llJ?l, we have 
thoroughly reviewed the capabilities, timeliness, and costs 
associated with the readout photograi:ihic reco=ais sance 
programs: Electro-optical Imaging system and Film Readout 
GAMBIT system. We have decided that only one program, EOI, 
is necessary. On this basis, we can identify $120M, which we 
had programmed for FROG, for deletion from the FY 1972 
·oudget of the National Reconnaissance Program. 

We also decided earlier to cut back the TAGBOARD 
drone program which reduced the NRP by $2. '6-M. 

The NRP is a very important program and we hope to 
have your continuing support. 

~ichard Helms 
Director, Central 

Intelligence Agency 

GROUP I "'"'-., 
Excluded from •~ '

downgrading an<l decla9SffiC'l"lfGff 

COPY No. ;?.- O!. 5 ·TOP SECRET 
HAliDLE VIA BYEMAN 
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Handle Via Indicated Controls 

BYE AN 
Access to this document will be restricted to those persons 

cleared for the specific projects; 

..................... ····················· ············•·······• .................... . 

WARNING 

00/S&T 
FILE CO 

Thfs document contains inform-atian affecting th• notional security of the United States within the meaning 
of the ospion,age lows U. S. Code Title 18, Sections 793 and 794. The low prohibits its transmission: or 
tho revel-atlon of its contents in any m,anner to on ~nauthori:a:ed person, as well as its use in any monner 
pr•judicial to the safety or interest af the United States or for the ben.fit of any foreign government ta the 
detriment of the United StotH. It is to be seen only by personnel especially indoc:trlnoted and authorized 
to receive information in the designated central channels. Its security mu.st be mointoined in accordance 
with regulations pertaining ta BYEMAN Control System. 
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BYEMAN 
Access to this document will be restricted to those persons 

cleared for the specific projects; 

WARNING 

This document contains information affecting the notional security of the United States within the meaning 
of the espionage laws U. S, Code Title 18, Sec:tian:s 793 and 794. The !aw prohibits its transmission or 
the revelation of its contents in any manner ta an unauthorized person, os well as its use in any manner 
prejudicial ta the safety or interest of the United States or for the benefit af any foreign government to the 
detriment of the United States. It is to be seen c::tnly by personnel especially indoctrinated and outhori:r.ed 
to receive informotian in the designated control channels. Its security must be maintained in accordance 
with regulatianl!I pertaining to BYEMAN Control System, 
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1 DD/;T# ;;;s-a~ ~1 

Dr. Georg• m. LO'V 
hp.&ty Adain!stntor 
!1111U.oul Anouut1ca and Space Aaini111tntion 
l'aah1ngton, l>.C. 20546 

Dear George: 

24 AUG1971 

'fllulnk you f:or f:ollowiJl,I up our luncheon with your letter 
of: 13 August concerning the apace 111huttl• progra•. 

:h'oa 117 viewpoint• it is ftll'J haportant tb.at we • intain 
the close li&teoa tl:aat has ex.lated between onr two 
orpniutiou. We here haYe benefited a great deal frOlll that 
.rel1111tiomabip ONI' the ye1u•s 1u1d, in turn, have welc:oand tbose 
opportunities when 'IN have l:Ntea able to be helpful to you • . 

Olar paople will continue to utay cloae to your prognuu 
and will pay ,articular attention to your activities and 
progress in the 111,ace 111huttle- progn11. 

Distribution: 
Orig - Addressee 

l - DDCI 
l - D 

<--2------ DlllSld' Registry 
1 - ADDS&T Chrooo 

Orig by msteininger/er/23 Aug 71 
Second version 

Sincerely, 
/s/ Richard Helms: 

Richard Bela 
JUzeetor 
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Tho Hoi,ornble Gaorce l'i. LOlf 
Deputy Administrator 

lJ August 1971 

National Aeronautics and Space Ad:miniatration 
Waohington, n. c. 

Dear George t 

This ie to thank you moot ~ tor 
the lunch and briefine we had at MASA on 
Monday. Yw and ;rou.r auaoo1atAlls did a t1m 
job of' bringing us up to dB.to on your prennt 
programa and projectiONI tor the futUN • I\ 
was in.f'cmaatiw m4 helpful to wt, and w mob 
appreoiate 1\., 

Cordi..U,, 1 

I , 
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,:~ . • .J Excluded from 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACe':,A:~Ji.1tNl&1l\~ 

WASHINGTON, D,C. 20546 

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR AUG 1 3 19n 

GROUP l 

Honorable Richard Helms 
Director of Central Intelligence 
Washington, DC 20505 

Dear Dick: 

On reflecting about our visit with you several days ago, it occurred 
to me that, in talking about the proposed space shuttle, we may not 
have done justice to those aspects that might be of particular 
interest to you as Director of Central Intelligence. Let me try to 
do this now and start by sU11111arizing for you the rationale for the 
shuttle development. 

Responsible officials of government, industry and the scientific 
conmunity recognize a continuing requirement for activities in space. 

- The nation's security requires surveillance of the 
earth 1s surface, the atmosphere, and regions of space 
through which attack or other hostile endeavors may 
be directed toward the U.S. and its allies. 

- Space-borne sensors promise increased knowledge of 
weather and of other conditions prevailing or develop
ing on the sun, in the atmosphere, and on the earth and 
oceans. This knowledge enables man to better protect 
himself and his activities from natural disasters and 
to husband the natural resources required for our con• 
tinued well being, 

- Space activities are essential for scientific examina
tion of the universe, for knowledge of sun-earth re
lationships, and for better understanding of the 
relationship between man and his environment. 

- Satellites are now and will continue to be essential 
for worldwide c011111unication and data transfer and 
management, for air and sea navigation and traffic con
trol. 

• Orbiting laboratories can provide scientists and engi• 
neers opportunities for experimentation in the unique 
environment of space, 

::•,eluded from autoroaac 
downgrading and declassification 
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• In short, the upper atmosphere and the apace beyond 
provide man with a limitless frontier where the 
technically advanced nations of the world are chal• 
lenged to demonstrate their competence. 

Because of the very high costs and technical constraints imposed by 
existing launch vehicles and spacecraft, only the most important of 
the available opportunities can be pursued today. Looking ahead to 
the late 1970 1s and the following decade, it ia possible to build a 
new system which will: 

• greatly reduce the cost of placing spacecraft in orbit, 

• permit the construction of s:illlpler spacecraft and pay• 
loads, 

- make possible the checkout, replenishment, or servicing 
of spacecraft in space or their return to earth for re• 
pair, modification, updating, 

- p.rovide opportunity for a wide range of experimentation 
in physical and biological sciences and applications for 
practical purposes including aaaeaament of the role of 
man in apace activities, 

- provide short response time to unforeseen events of a 
technical, military, or political nature which require 
space activities, 

to achieve these prOlllised benefits, it will be necessary to develop, 
build, and operate a transportation system comprised of reuaeable 
vehicles and aasociated supporting facilities: 

GROUP l 

- a manned first-stage booster to launch and accelerate 
a second-stage vehicle (shuttle) and then fly back to 
its launch site, 

- a manred shuttle which after separation from the 
booster moves by its own propulsion to the desired 
orbit where it may (1) remain in orbit and function 
as space station for as long as seven days, (2) check• 
out and launch onboard payloads into the proper orbit 
to perform their respective missions, and (3) return 
man and material from orbit to earth, 

- an orbit-to-orbit tug which can move a spacecraft 
with its payload from the orbiting shuttle to a 

Excluded from automatic 
' downgrading and declassificatio11 
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higher orbit, including a geosynchronous orbit, and 
subsequently return such craft to an orbiting shuttle 
for service, replenishment or for subsequent transfer 
by the shuttle to earth for more extensive treatment, 
and 

• launch and recovery sites, servicing and refurbishing 
facilities, command and control systems, etc. 

It is important to note that the economies promised by the reuseable 
STS accrue largely through simplifying the payload and its space• 
craft, ensuring proper initial operation through checkout in orbit, 
by greatly extending the useful life of the payload and spacecraft 
through reservicing in space or by recovering them for refurbishment, 
repair, and/or updating on earth, Important economies accrue also 
from reusing (instead of expending) launch and transport vehicles. 

Such a transportation system could markedly influence certain aspects 
of intelligence gathering. For example: 

• Satellites and payloads could be simpler••less con• 
strained by consideration of weight and volume. 

• They could be transported to space with less strain; 
deployed, set in operation and tested in the orbit 
in which they IlllSt function. 

• They could subsequently be revisited for retrieval 
of acquired data or for replenishment of devices pre• 
viously dispatched; for replenishment of expendables 
(films, tapes, fuels, propellants, power sources, etc.); 
for component replacement, or for return to the or• 
biting space vehicle or to earth for more extensive 
refurbishment, repair or modification. 

- Rapid response to unforeseen political, military or 
other critical situations would be possible. Sensors 
could be deployed in a matter of hours, attended by 
man if appropriate, and returned to the launch base 
after one orbit, if desired, 

• Man could more readily be employed as operator, as direct 
observer, reporter, decision maker, and when appropriate, 
to act on decisions made aboard or by others on earth. 

- The size and flexibility of the transport vehicles would 
permit a wide range of utilization••to transport a large 
spacecraft or several small ones to the desired orbit, 
or to serve as a short•term manned space station. 

- . .-.:_-,;_:n, aufOE!O'liC 
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- Launch costs would be considerably reduced, while it 
is much too early to be precise. we anticipate that a 
shuttle trip to near earth orbit-and return would cost 
a few million dollars instead of the tens ef millions 
currently spent on expendable launches. Hopefully, 
launch and other operational costs will be so reduced 
that we will be able to build and test prototypes before 
commiting to an operational program. 

~~~=cotio.u 

These important returns must, of course, await development of the 
transportation system and the production of compatible payloads-
very costly endeavors. The problem we face today is that of getting 
authorization and appropriations at levels which enable the country 
to continue to perform essential apace activities and at the same 
time develop more economical means of carrying out these missions 
and others which we sense (but cannot prove) will be required in the 
future. 

We welcomed your visit to NASA. Know that we appreciate the support 
your people give ua, and that we stand reedy to serve your Agency's 
needs as we can. 

Sincerely yours, 

Administrator 

CROUP l 
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'nut Honorable David Pilllcltau•d 
Deputy hcretary of Defense 
WJUShin&ton, D.C. 

Dear JJave: 

' 2- AUG 1911 
BTI&-646 9-71 
COPYL 

I think the aecond dnft that Bob •aka distributed 
Frida:, brinp us pAtty clo.se to a paper that we can agree 
on. l u•• attached a aodification which l would be nappy 
to endol"lie. 

As you will soe, there are a llWllber of cbant;:es 
suggested to the pa,er; solU' an suggested for clarifica
tion or etl&Pba&in only, but 111110St of tbea deal with live •in 
IIIOdifications: 

1. There 1• no doubt that a b11u1is :tor rtt111BoD111ble 
c:U.sai:ree&ent exiats about the risk invol,red ill var1ou11 
operational dates for both 11£0I and J'IIOG. I kn01P tut you 
pu•souallJ believe that an IOC of 1976 iii an appropriate 
1111cll.Qtdule for JlOI. It the AIM ties, I think •e should let 
tll• Preaicient k.aow what tile range of Judgunts are in 1his 
regard and sQ soae of the aodificatioas an designed to do 
thill. 3hl1larlJ, I tbink he should be •de to under$tand 
that tl:lere iii also &Clllle ruak in Jetting noo on schedule. 
I would Bot like to have bi• a■ewae tut the noo developaaent 
is tmduly qgy or that we can be absolutely sure of its 
anilability ie early lt14. 

2. Ia wreetling wttb the problfll ~, bow to 
dKcribe properly the range of riaka 1u1d o,eraU.omil dates 
tut atght be associated vitb l!!:OI deftlol[lllllllent, I bec11IH! 
uncoatortable with giving tbe President the possibility of 
selecting only the extr•1111es; Da■ely, the lO"lf riak 1976 and 
the very risk 1974 uclledulu. Tberefore, to give nia 
the pot,si Uy of taking IIION riak tban we perhaps would 
recomend but not so such &111 the Land Pxu1el would prefer. 

June 1975. This would also give bia a atddle 
I have added a Buboption. for en ll!OI schedule for la"nch it 

Ur:;j!n via BYEMAN 
Control System ~ 
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to eb001111e 1f he n1ated to try to get Uut BOI s1111tftl ape:raUer 
dur1111g bis tenure. 

3. I ttltaf; you raised a key CJ.Hlllt1on in asl\:1~ 
WI to diac::uaa the ,ractic:abilitJ and logic of rec0111.1Nndin~ 
u III tall.back PQ111Jitioa tJW option wbictl would build J"I.OG 
now auad t'lll'O 1an later a tart BOI. Illy O'e'.11 feeling 1B tb.at 
the budgetary reuou" baff &iven for rejectina concurrent 
ftveloJaMn:t of J'l0G 11md BJI apply with 1 force to tile 
no-:,nr dellllJ opt:10111.; and the tvo-1n us the 
addi.tiomal disadvantage of J,'!OlliltP:,Aillf; the &'fflilabilitJ ot 
tbe ayate■ n eventually net. fte attacbed draft therefore 
incorporates words in tbiB option wbicb •k• U.1.u point. II:, 
ptnoul preference would be tbat n elill1ute tale option 
tll'Ollll tlM llltlPH' eillace it baJs the uu ,roole• aa tne 
concurntnt de?eloJIIIN'at of :raOG with BOI but an additioal 
die111dva.11ta~e which •Ir.es it even lne desirabl•. 

4. fti• deft, btnever, lNff UIII with the di:Uicult 
C&lfflllt1011 of wut to reco1111111ead to the .Prnident to aU.sf1 
oat •J be a .;rat dnin tor 11110M cri.11111 Meouai.Bsanee 
illlpr'o .... Dt IMtfon :IOI can NCOllllle &ftilable. A• the paper 
ataede no,, we offer ao pn.cticable alteruu.we. Howenr, 
tun ie a ,oaaibl• alterutive wbicb n have ffJected 1n 
tu put but nicll •1 ~ be approi,rate to n'l'ive; DIIIIMly, 
tn ,-.1b:llit7 of select1Q6' one of tbe ver1 low cost interin 
.,., .. to build CODC:UlL"l"fHlltlJ With IOI. AltboU£,h " have 
111lr•111"1 NCOfi;Zlbff tbat tbne lO'III' coet ayllllt.811111111 auffer fl'OIIII 
Ute 11taupoint of pitrlorance, I think we 11.bould offer the 
hMiclA».t the p;Nli.Si'b111ty of goi.q thillll route. I baff 
tlWNt'Off added tlli8 option to tho 111Uached draft and, with 
&JIP"OFiate ca•nt1111 111bout U.11111ited perfOJ:'Un<:e, lune r:11.1gguted 
tllat option u a frac:ticable fallba.dt NCCMH4ation to 
•twf:, & lll'()IUl:U,le 8(Hl1111Ut of U.J'tGl!lCJ b7 the PN1111icleDt. 

6. l'tnll1, in a IIIIION ecU.tor:tal Mi.11, I ~gest 
U•U.q tu opt1o.u in tile bod:, ot the paper in an order 
nt@ Pit• our recOIIIIIMID.ded option tint. t'hia arn111C•iunt 
alaao &l.111.a tu adftatage of placi~ tile lowut cost option 
tlnt au allo,i,inag us to ct.eribe O• coat i1111P1ct of the 
other opt1ou by citiq tu a1111CUnt by 1Jb1cb their 1•r-b7-
1•r eoet increues are -.:nater than Option I, our pref•rence. 
It would, I tbUk, gift the Presidellt a btttt•r picture ot 
ftllt he would pa.7 to get •rl1er au U.abiU.ty. 

IUeeerel:,. 

iOP. SECREJ 
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